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SUMMARY

Finite element (FE) models accurately compute the mechanical response of bone and bone-like materials
when the models include their detailed microstructure. In order to simulate non-linear behavior, which
currently is only feasible at the expense of extremely high computational costs, coarser models can be
used if the local morphology has been linked to the apparent mechanical behavior. The aim of this paper
is to implement and validate such a constitutive law. This law is able to capture the non-linear structural
behavior of bone-like materials through the use of fabric tensors. It also allows for irreversible strains
using an elastoplastic material model incorporating hardening. These features are expressed in a constitutive
law based on the anisotropic continuum damage theory coupled with isotropic elastoplasticity in a finite
strains framework. This material model was implemented into Metafor, a non-linear FE software. The
implementation was validated against experimental data ofcylindrical samples subjected to compression.
Three materials with bone-like microstructure were tested: aluminum foams of variable density (ERG,
Oakland, CA), PLA (polylactic acid) foam (CERM, Universityof Liège) and cancellous bone tissue of a
deer antler (Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University ofLiège). Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Within the diverse approaches that have been adopted in the last decades to model trabecular

bone remodeling processes [1], some of them are qualified as phenomenological models. These

are models whose goal is to predict the global mechanical behavior (displacement, strains, and
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2 M. MENGONI ET AL.

stresses) of a tissue or an organ, taking into account the microstructure, the applied loads, and the

constraints imposed at the boundaries by the environment orthe surrounding organs and tissues.

Most of these models [2, 3, 4] compute the change of bone apparent density as a function of

a given mechanical stimulus. Such a stimulus produces bone apposition or resorption in a way

that the stimulus tends to a physiological level in the long-term (homeostasis). Some of these

phenomenological models consider bone as an isotropic structural material, neglecting the role of

the structural orientation in the remodeling process [5, 6,7]. Others couple material density with

orientation or anisotropy [8, 9, 10]. These phenomenological models are all built on constitutive

material laws linking global stresses to global strains with internal variables representative of

the evolving local microstructure. These models thereforeneed not only to be validated against

remodeling data but the global constitutive law itself needs to be validated as well. The aim of this

study is therefore to implement such a constitutive law and validate it.

The phenomenological approach to remodeling is used when modeling is performed at a

macroscopic scale, typically the organ scale. To compensate for the lack of topological details,

one needs to use accurate non-linear material properties atthe continuum level for the underlying

constitutive law. The use of such non-linear models based onmorphological analysis has increased

over the years [11, 12]. However, most studies using non-linear material models and/or large strains

for bone remodeling propose models that are validated only against global remodeling pattern

and not local bone mechanical behavior [13]. Other non-linear models validated against purely

mechanical tests are usually not suitable for use in a finite strain framework [14, 15, 16]. For

instance, Charlebois et al. [16] presented an anisotropic non-linear model accounting for plasticity

and damage effects. Their model is based on a decomposition of the (Green-Lagrange) strain into

elastic and plastic parts. However, while such a decomposition is subject to caution when a finite

strain formulation is used, no details are given on how largerotations are handled for instance. These

models also do not consider the possibility for the internalvariables to evolve with the morphology.

They can therefore not easily be used in remodeling situations. Other models describe the non-linear

behavior of bone not as plasticity but as a bilinear elastic behavior, considering a reduction of the

Young’s modulus beyond a given strain level [17, 18, 19]. In particular, these bilinear elastic models

do not allow for the accumulation of irreversible strains. Finally, one finds non-linear models for

which the apparent parameters are extracted from linear FE analysis on the micro-structure [17, 18].

However, as pointed out by Christen et al. [20], geometrically non-linear (finite strains) analysis is to

be used even when a micro-structure finite element approach to bone biomechanics is performed (as

in [21]). Indeed non-linear geometric behavior due to largedisplacements/rotations such as buckling

and bending of trabeculae has to be considered. However, until recently, mostly linear analysis was

performed in finite element analysis on the micro-structure, mainly because of the computational

cost associated to such non-linear models.

This work therefore presents a phenomenological, continuum-based, constitutive law that can be

used in bone remodeling simulations in a finite strain framework. The constitutive law therefore

aims at describing the non-linear mechanical behavior of trabecular bone in the range of small to

moderate compressive strains. It considers an accumulation of plastic deformation and possible low

softening due to early buckling of the microstructure. As onthe local level the remodeling leads to

a variation of the morphology, the phenomenological constitutive law is based on internal variables
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A NON-LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS MODEL FOR BONE-LIKE MATERIALS. 3

representative of this morphology. These internal variables are included in the model in such a way

that they can evolve according to a remodeling law.

2. NON-LINEAR CONTINUUM BASED MATERIAL MODEL.

The proposed constitutive model is built on a damage/repairremodeling model, first proposed by

Doblaré and co-workers [10, 22]. This model has been chosenas a working base because it is

one of the few models whose stimulus variation is justified through thermodynamical concepts of

continuum mechanics. It is here enhanced to be coupled to an elastoplastic material behavior in

a finite strains framework [23]. The presented constitutivelaw can therefore capture permanent

strains of the tissue beyond the ones due to density variation. However, we present here only the

purely mechanical part of the constitutive law, no variation due to remodeling is accounted for.

In this section, second order tensors are in bold italic letters (σ, D or a), fourth order tensors in

double line letters (C andM), the dyadic product between two second order tensors is noted “:”

(a : a = aijaij , summation over dummy indexes), the contraction product between a fourth order

tensor and a second order one is noted “:” (a = C : b or aij = Cijklbkl, summation over dummy

indexes) andtr(a) anddev(a) are respectively the trace and the deviatoric parts ofa.

In finite strains, the current and initial configurations aresignificantly different. This implies that

the expressions of variables, volume integrals etc. dependon the configuration, which is not the

case under the small strains hypothesis. So, the use of a specific formulation is required to deal with

finite strains. Especially, as constitutive laws must be invariant under changes of reference frame,

they must be written in terms of objective quantities only (quantities that are frame independent). For

an elastoplastic material in an hypoelastic formulation, the basic assumption consists in an additive

decomposition of the strain rate (symmetric part of the spatial gradient of velocity),D, into two

parts : an elastic and reversible part,D
e, and an irreversible plastic part,Dp. Therefore stresses are

represented by an evolution law of the type :

▽

σ=
▽

σ (σ,D, internal variables) (1)

whereσ is the Cauchy stress tensor and
▽

σ is an objective derivative of the Cauchy stress tensor.

The object of this section is to particularize this evolution law to the case of trabecular bone,

keeping in mind it has to be used in remodeling situations. Ittherefore has to be built so that the

internal variables depend on morphological parameters representing the bone apparent density and

its anisotropy.

The bone tissue at a continuum level is considered as an anisotropic “organization” of

elastoplastic trabeculae (local level). This “organization”, as proposed in [10], is measured through

a mean bone apparent density and its anisotropy uses the concept of fabric tensor as introduced in

the work of Cowin [24]. The continuum damage framework is used not to capture actual damage at

the local level, i.e. micro-cracks of the trabeculae, but torepresent the bone macroscopic porosity

and therefore measure the volume fraction. In terms of morphological data provided by computed

tomography, damage is to be understood as a measure of the apparent density of the tissue (ρ̄

or the bone volume fraction,BV/TV i.e. the bone volume over the total specimen volume). Its
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anisotropy is measured by the fabric tensor (the fabric tensor Ĥ is here normalized in such a way

thattr(Ĥ) = 3). The damage is therefore virtual and actually reflects the bone volume fraction and

orientation that can evolve in remodeling situations. There is no actual damage in the tissue. The

undamaged material is therefore the virtual situation of bone with zero porosity and perfect isotropy.

It is the material considered at the trabecular tissue level, assumed to be linear elastic in [10, 22].

To use Doblaré and Garcia’s model [10, 22] with bone trabeculae described with a material

model other than linear elasticity, the effective stress definition in the representation of damage

has to be chosen to enable a coupling of damage with non-linearities such as (visco-)plasticity. The

main drawback of this model for coupling with plasticity is the use of a strain energy equivalence

approach to represent the contribution of morphology. Thiscontinuum damage approach relates the

stress level in the damaged material (Cauchy stress,σ) with the stress in the undamaged material

(effective stress,̃σ) that leads to the same strain energy. Therefore, this damage approach looses the

physical relation of damage to the surface density of defects. Keeping this physical relation would

however allow the coupling of damage to plasticity by expressing the plastic criterion in terms of

an effective stress tensor instead of the stress tensor. Theplastic criterion would then be expressed

for the undamaged material, here the trabecular material. Such a physical relation is kept using a

strain equivalence approach to continuum damage instead ofstrain energy equivalence. This strain

equivalence approach to continuum damage relates the stress level in the damaged material with the

stress in the undamaged material (effective stress) that leads to the same strain. It gives an effective

stress rate linked to the elastic strain rate by the generalized Hooke’s law (in Equation (2),Co is the

elastic stiffness tensor, with parameters evaluated at thetrabecular level) :

▽

σ̃= C
o : (D −D

p) (2)

The effective stress (̃σ) is related through the Cauchy (σ) stress by the use of a second order

damage tensor,d. It is formulated in a strain equivalence approach of damageso that it retrieves,

when isotropic conditions are encountered,d = 1− E/E0, E being the Young’s modulus of the

bone tissue andE0 the Young’s modulus of the trabeculae. This damage tensor depends on

morphological parameters (BV/TV : ρ̄ and fabric tensor :̂H) :

d = I − ρ̄βAĤ (3)

In this definition (Equation 3),A is a calibration scalar parameter to retrieve the damage definition in

isotropic conditions andβ is defined so that the tissue Young’s modulus is related to thedensity as :

E(ρ) ∝ ρβ. The constitutive model (Equation 2) defines an effective stress,σ̃, acting on the effective

area of the material. The Cauchy stress (σ = s+ pI) is obtained by taking into consideration

the effect of the structural morphology represented by the damage tensor. According to Lemaitre

and Desmorat [25, 26], one of the only effective stress definition for anisotropic damage that

fulfills the conditions of being symmetric, independent of the strain behavior, compatible with the

thermodynamics (existence of a stress potential and a principle of strain equivalence), and that can

express different effects of damage on the hydrostatic behavior and deviatoric part of stress (by
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means of a scalar parameter,η), is represented by :

σ̃ = dev(HsH) +
p

1− η
3
tr(d)

I (4)

In this definition of effective stress (Equation 4), the second-order tensorH is introduced to simplify

the notation :H = (I − d)−1/2 (such a tensor is well defined being the positive square root of the

inverse of the positive definite symmetric tensorI − d). This equation thus gives, if an isotropic

fabric tensor were considered :σ̃ = σ/(1− d). In order to keep a linear relation between effective

and Cauchy stress, one can write

σ̃ = M : σ (5)

whereM is a fourth order symmetric tensor defined fromH as (summation over dummy indexes) :

Mijkl = HikHjl −
1

3
(HinHnjδkl +HknHnlδij) +

1

9
HnmHmnδijδkl +

1

3

1

1− η
3
dnn

δijδkl (6)

The plastic part of the strain rateDp can be calculated through the normality rule applied to the

plastic criterion (associated plasticity) expressed in term of the effective stress. This plastic criterion

is therefore the plastic criterion for the undamaged material. It is here the criterion for a single

trabeculae mechanical behavior which is assumed to be pressure independent. Therefore, a simple

von Mises criterion is chosen with only isotropic hardeningallowed, giving a plastic strain rate as :

D
p =

3

2

•

λ

σ̃eq
dev(Hs̃H) (7)

where
•

λ is the plastic multiplier and̃σeq is the equivalent stress used for the von Mises criterion :

σ̃eq =

√

3

2
s̃ : s̃ (8)

The constitutive law is integrated in a finite element framework according to an iterative staggered

scheme (adapted from the isotropic damage integration proposed in [23, 27]). It is implemented in

Metafor [28], an in-house object-oriented finite element code, using the following set of equations,

whose details have been presented in this paper :

initial damage tensor : d, computed from morphological analysis (Equation 3)

structural tensor : H = (I − d)−1/2

effective stress : σ̃ = dev(HsH) +
p

1− η
3
tr(d)

I

strain rate : D = D
e +D

p

constitutive law :
▽

σ̃ = C
o : (D −D

p)

The time-step integration can be succinctly described as follows : starting from a known stress state

(s, p) and damage (d), an elastic predictor of the effective stress is computed.If needed, a plastic
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correction is performed at constant damage thanks to a radial-return process (read [29] for details on

the plasticity computation), giving plastic deformationsand final effective stress. When remodeling

is considered, damage evolution is computed and a new value of the damage tensor is determined.

Stresses and plastic strains are then re-evaluated, up to convergence of the updated damage tensor

norm. The Cauchy stress is finally computed from the effective stress and the new damage tensor.

The final morphological data due to remodeling can be extracted from the obtained damage tensor.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Under compressive load, the mechanical behavior of trabecular bone exhibits characteristics of

an elastoplastic cellular solid. Such elastoplastic cellular materials [30, 31] present a behavior in

compression showing a decrease of the apparent tangent stiffness before reaching a maximal force.

Beyond apparent engineering strains at maximal force, smooth and gradual softening occurs until

a plateau is reached. It is followed, before the occurrence of failure, by a final apparent hardening

due to collapse of the cells. The proposed continuum based mechanical behavior should therefore

be validated against experimental data obtained for mechanical tests of trabecular bone as well as

materials with bone-like microstructure undergoing smallto moderate strains. As the constitutive

law is to be used eventually in remodeling problems for whichapparent strains are limited, the

proposed law has to be validated up to the reaching of the plateau.

The presented continuum-based formulation was applied to three different materials : two

engineered cellular solid materials showing bone-like microstructure, aluminum and Polylactic

acid foams (Figure 1 shows 3D visualization of one of the tested aluminum foam samples), and

cancellous bone tissue of a deer antler.

For each type of material, cylindrical specimens were used.Images of the microstructure

were acquired using a X-Ray micro-tomography imaging system (µCT). For each specimen,

the following structural parameters were determined from the µCT data (software CT-Analyser,

Skyscan, Belgium) : bone volume fraction (BV/TV), the eigenvalues (E1,E2,E3) and eigenvectors

(E-vectors1 to 3) of the Mean Intercept Length (MIL) tensor, and the degree ofanisotropy (DA),

which is the ratio of the max eigenvalue to the min one. The MILtensor is related to the stereological

measurement of the microstructural arrangement. Cowin [8]defined a fabric tensor̂H related to the

MIL tensorM by Ĥ = M
−1/2. Such a tensor is well defined being the positive square root of the

inverse of the positive definite symmetric tensorM . This definition of the fabric tensor is the one

used here. The samples were then compressed along their mainaxis in a mechanical testing device

and load-displacement data were acquired.

The first material that has been tested is fabricated from highly porous aluminum alloys. The

Duocel aluminum foam (ERG, Oakland, CA) from which the samples were extracted is composed

of 6101 T6 aluminum alloy. Fifteen specimens were used (diameters and heights of respectively

about 8 and 16 mm), five of which will be referred as “dense” (mean bone volume fraction over

the five samples̄ρ = 12.8%), five have a “middle” density (̄ρ = 7.3%), and the last five have

a “low” density (̄ρ = 4.4%). Images were generated using a X-Ray micro-tomography imaging

system (µCT 20, Scanco Medical, Switzerland), a compact fan-beam type tomograph [32], also

referred to as a desktopµCT, at a34× 34× 34 µm3 resolution. The samples were compressed

Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Biomed. Engng.(2011)
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16 mm

Figure 1. 3D visualization of a specimen of aluminum foam obtained fromµCT images.

Table I. Material parameters at the local level

Material Young’s Poisson’s Yield Hardening
modulus ratio stress parameter
[GPa] [−] [MPa] [MPa]

Duocel Foam 69.0 .33 200.0 200.0
PLA 3.2 .33 75.0 0
Deer antler 8.1 .33 95.0 820.0

in a stepwise fashion from 0% to 16% apparent engineering strain (mechanical testing andµCT

acquisition are detailed by Nazarian and Müller in [32]). The material parameters used to describe

the local level (the “trabecular” mechanical behavior) were chosen from the literature on this specific

alloy [33, 34, 35, 36] and are reported in table I. We assumed alow linear isotropic hardening

(h = 200 MPa, leading to a tangent modulus ofEt = 200.5 MPa).

The second material is a foam composed of Polylactic acid (PLA) and an amphiphilic

block copolymer of lactide and ethylene oxide (PEO), prepared by the CERM, University of

Liège [37]. PLA is a biocompatible, biodegradable, and easy processable polymer and has therefore

received considerable attention for the manufacturing of three-dimensional polymer scaffolds. Their

properties can be easily tuned, for example the wettabilitycan be increased by adding a hydrophilic

copolymer. The freeze-drying technique allows the preparation of PLA foam with highly organized

longitudinal and random pores. Mixtures of PDLLA (Purac,Mn = 136000 g/mol) and PEO-b-

PDLLA [Mn(PEO) = 5000 g/mol; Mn(PDLLA) = 17700 g/mol] were prepared as follows :

the (co)polymers were dissolved in dimethylcarbonate at a concentration of3 wt : vol% with a

proportion of5 wt% of PEO in respect to the whole polymer mass. The solution was frozen for

one night at−70 oC, dried by vacuum sublimation for48 h at−10 oC, followed by a48 h period at

0 oC, and finally at room temperature until it reached a constant weight. A single specimen was used

(8.2 mm in diameter and 12.5 mm in height, with an apparent volume density of 15%). Tomographic

images of the sample were generated using aµCT imaging system (Skyscan 1172, Skyscan,

Belgium), a compact closed cone-beam type desktop tomograph, at a8.64× 8.64× 86.4 µm3

resolution. It was compressed from 0% to 42% apparent engineering strain. Only a few studies

have investigated the mechanical behavior of PLA as in most applications PLA is reinforced by

fibers [38, 39, 40]. However, the elastic behavior of the PLA is usually assumed linear. The plasticity

is here assumed to be a von Mises perfectly plastic behavior.The yield stress has been chosen to fit
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(a)

(b) (c)

40 mm

Figure 2. Transverse view of a deer antler : (a) compact bone -(b) cancellous bone - (c) extraction site.

the experimental results. The set of material parameters used to describe the local level is reported

in table I.

The last material presented is cancellous tissue of a deer (Cervus Elaphus) antler, prepared at the

Department of Clinical Sciences, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Liège [41, 42]. The

antlers of cervids are constituted of bone tissue covered with velvet in the early stage of growth.

This bone tissue is composed of a central core of cancellous bone surrounded by a thick outer layer

of compact bone (Figure 2). The core cancellous bone presents a cellular structure. It is the part

used here. A single deer antler specimen was used in this work(7.8 mm in diameter and 11.96 mm

in height, with an apparent volume density of 18.7%). It was collected before antler casting, during

the active growth phase when the antler is still covered by velvet. The sample, made of primary

bone tissue, was machined from the core of the antler main beam [41]. Tomographic images were

taken using the same tomograph used for the previous material. It was compressed from 0% to

only 4.1% apparent engineering strain. As for the the PLA, only few studies have investigated the

mechanical properties of the cancellous part of deer antler[43] while the cortical part has been

widely investigated ([44, 45, 46] among many more). One of the reasons to this difference is the

difficulty of isolating the cancellous core of the antler as it is very brittle. The yield properties of

the trabeculae are here assumed to be equivalent to the one calculated in [44] for cortical bone as

the Young’s modulus in [44] is similar to the Young’s modulusreported in [43] for cancellous bone.

The set of material parameters used to describe the local level is reported in table I.

All the specimens described were modeled as cylinders of appropriate dimensions. They were

meshed with 3136 elements (hexahedral 8-nodes elements with selective reduced integration) i.e.

16 layers of 196 elements (Figure 3). The morphology of each specimen was described through the

use of the damage tensor. This tensor was computed (Equation3) using morphology data (BV/TV,

fabric tensor) extracted from the structural analysis on theµCT images of the corresponding tested

specimen. For each specimen, this damage tensor and the other material parameters (table I) were

assigned to each element of the FE mesh. To represent the experimental boundary conditions, a

displacement was applied on one side of the cylinder (vertical displacement with free in plane

movement) while the other side of the cylinder was modeled tobe in contact (frictionless conditions)

with a rigid plane. On the contact plane, one central node of the cylinder was constrained in the

horizontal plane to prevent rigid body modes. The displacement was applied so that it leaded to

a 10% (Duocel foam),20% (PLA foam) or 4% (deer antler) apparent compressive engineering

strain. The apparent strain levels achieved justify the useof a finite strains formalism for the finite

Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Biomed. Engng.(2011)
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A NON-LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS MODEL FOR BONE-LIKE MATERIALS. 9

Figure 3. Hexahedral mesh of the homogeneous cylinder modelof a specimen with its boundary conditions.

Table II. Morphological parameters extracted from the CT images analysis (mean (± std) for the Duocel
foam samples)

Material BV/TV DA
[%] [−]

Duocel Foam (high density) 12.800 (1.007) 1.059 (0.009)
Duocel Foam (middle density) 7.262 (0.502) 1.084 (0.013)
Duocel Foam (low density) 4.431 (0.276) 1.137 (0.033)
PLA 14.5 2.144
Deer antler 8.53 2.583

element computation. FE analyses were performed to computethe external force needed to apply

the displacement for each sample. It was then compared to theexperimental one. We finally also

compared the results obtained with the presented anisotropic elastoplastic model to materials models

accounting only for anisotropic elasticity or only for elastoplasticity. The anisotropic elasticity

model was achieved by setting to zero Equation (7). The isotropic elastoplasticity model needed

an isotropic damage variable accounting only forBV/TV. This was achieved by setting the fabric

tensor to the unit tensor instead using of a structural fabric to compute the damage tensor.

The morphological analysis software CT-Analyser allows for a definition of a region of interested

(ROI) to extract the morphological data. Initially, the morphological data were extracted over the

whole volume of the specimens (Table II). The ROI was therefore set for each specimen as one

cylinder over the whole volume. Later, the impact of the volume on which the morphological data

were extracted was analyzed. Each cylinder was virtually divided into 4 or 8 cylinders, each of one

quarter or one eighth of the full height. The morphological data were then extracted on each of these

ROIs. Instead of one damage tensor for the whole specimen, the FE model therefore presents 4 or 8

damage tensors, each assigned to the corresponding finite elements in the discretization.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although all the samples used are cellular materials, they present, within their testing range,

different types of behaviors in compression (Figure 4) : Duocel foams (Figure 4(a)) exhibit a

Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Biomed. Engng.(2011)
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Figure 4. Experimental forces vs. compressive engineeringstrains for the three types of material presented.

mechanical behavior typical of cellular solids as described earlier. Specially, the experimental

force presents a characteristic plateau for the lower and middle density samples. Figure 4(a) also

demonstrates the dependence of the mechanical apparent behavior on the apparent density. Lower

density samples exhibit lower apparent stiffness in the linear part of the force-displacement curves

and their maximal forces are lower than for higher densitiessamples. However, within the testing

range, none of the low density and middle density samples seems to present final hardening. The

PLA sample (Figure 4(b)) is tested only up to the appearance of softening after reaching the maximal

force, the force plateau is not present in the experimental data. Both the Duocel foam and PLA foam

material exhibit within their testing range an apparent yielding behavior. Regarding the deer antler

cancellous tissue specimen (Figure 4(c)), only the initialincrease of tangent stiffness is present as

the sample is tested only to a low strains level. The maximal displacement tested seems to be lower

than the one needed to reach the maximal force.

Figures 5 to 9 present the results of the FE analyses in term ofa comparison between the computed

force and the experimental one for the corresponding sample. For the Duocel foam samples, the

results for each set of density level are presented as a mean (and standard deviation) over the set for

the relative difference between the computed force and the experimental one (Figures 5(a) to 7(a)).

Detailed results for an arbitrary sample are also presented(Figures 5(b) to 7(b)).

The results are first analyzed for morphological data extracted over the whole volume of the

specimens. This case is referred to as “1 ROI” in the corresponding figures.

The predicted force-engineering strain behavior for both the Duocel samples (Figures 5 to 7)

and the PLA foam sample (Figure 8) present the same overall behavior as the experimental one

in the range of strains considered here. We can retrieve the apparent linear behavior as well as

the maximal force. This maximal force is represented with anerror of less than 10% for the high

density Duocel samples (Figure 5(a)) and of about 11% for themiddle density ones (Figure 6(a)).

Moreover, the low density Duocel samples show an error on themaximal force (achieved for all

samples at about 3% of compression - Figure 4(a)) of only 2.5%. Finally, this maximal force is

computed with an error of less than 0.5% for the PLA foam (Figure 8). However, one has to keep

in mind that the yield limit for this sample was chosen to fit the experimental results, having such

a small error was thus expected. The transition between the linear part of the curves and the reach

of maximal force is however ill represented. Indeed, the appearance of yield shows an difference
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Figure 5. Dense Duocel Foam Samples : computed (Sim.) and experimental forces [N] vs. compressive
engineering strains [-]. (a) relative error on the force - mean and std., (b) force for an arbitrary sample
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Figure 6. Middle Density Duocel Foam Samples : computed (Sim.) and experimental forces vs. compressive
engineering strains (a) relative error on the force - mean and std., (b) force for an arbitrary sample.

up to more than 1% of engineering strain for the high density Duocel samples (Figure 5) or the

PLA foam (Figure 8). For the Duocel samples (Figures 5 to 7), the only material reaching the

plateau in the experimental data, the softening occurring before reaching the plateau cannot be

represented with this morphology data. Indeed, the computed force tends to increase almost linearly

after reaching the maximal force. Therefore, the error on this force increases as well. Specially,

the abrupt decrease of the experimental force such as present in the low density Duocel samples at

about 4% of engineering strains (Figure 4(a)) cannot be represented by the model. The error on the

computed force increases in these conditions from 2.5% to 15% (Figure 7). Concerning the deer

antler sample (Figure 9), only the mean stiffness over the computed strain range can be represented.

The use of structural parameters averaged over the entire volume seems therefore not appropriate

to represent the non-linear behavior of the force for all materials. It should be noticed however

that for the PLA foam and deer antler, as only one specimen wasused, the presented results (both

experimental and computational) may not be representative.

A closer analysis of theµCT images (such as the 3D visualization on Figure 1) shows that the

repartition of the density and its orientation is not homogeneous on the specimens. Therefore, the

choice to compute one set of morphological parameters to represent the whole specimen is not
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representative of the actual specimen structure. The same morphological parameters were then

extracted for each cylinder on smaller regions of interest.This therefore allows for the representation

of force variations due to more local behavior. Extracting the material parameters over 4 ROIs

(referred to as “4 ROI” in Figures 5 to 9) already reduces the error observed on the linear part of

the force by about 20%. It also allows a better computation ofearly softening for which the error is

reduced by about 4% (Figure 7(b)). When computing the force with material parameters extracted

over 8 ROIs (referred to as “8 ROI” in Figures 5 to 9), the predicted force can fit details of the

experimental force variations on the non-linear part of thecurve. The relative error on the force is

reduced for all samples below 5% over the computed strain range except when the experimental

force shows abrupt variations such as the abrupt reduction of force before reaching the plateau

(Figure 7(a) and (b)). For both the PLA foam and the deer antler sample, reducing the size of the

ROI allows to better fit the curvature of the almost linear part of the force (Figures 8 and 9), reducing

the maximal error from 40% to less than 10% for the PLA foam andfrom 100% to 15% for the deer

antler. We therefore seem to get a convergence of the computed force to the experimental one using

small ROIs. However, this convergence is achieved at the expense of the computational cost.
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Figure 9. Deer antler Sample : computed (Sim.) and experimental forces vs. compressive engineering strains.

Even though the Duocel foam samples all have a low degree of anisotropy (Table II), the use of

an anisotropic material accounting for the fabric directions, instead of an isotropic one accounting

only for BV/TV (Figure 10), allows to better capture not only the apparent stiffness of the sample

but also the apparent yield stress and the engineering strain at which apparent yield is achieved.

The use of an isotropic model for the Duocel foams in applications where the maximal force is of

importance would conclude to an overestimation of about 11%on the force for both the high density

and the middle density samples (Figures 10(a) and (b)). For the low density samples, the use of an

isotropic model would lead to an accurate estimation of the maximal force at the correct strain level

but the post-yield behavior is ill-represented, leading toerrors up to 30% (Figure 10(c)).

The importance of using an elastoplastic model for the Duocel samples is also outlined in

Figure 10(a) to (d). It can be seen that an elastic material can account only, as can be expected

of such a linear behavior, for the initial stiffness of the samples. The use of an elastic anisotropic

material would here lead to assume a slight increase of the tangent stiffness instead of a decrease

before yield. This lead, for the maximal simulated strain, to an error on the force of more than

1000% for some samples. The introduction of elastoplasticity for this material is therefore even

more essential than the use of an anisotropic material.

Concerning the PLA foam sample, Figure 11(a) shows the importance of using a non-linear

material model. Indeed, the force computed with an elastic material model continue to increase

monotonously after reaching the experimental yield limit.This lead, for the maximal simulated

strain, to an error on the force of about 300%. In this case, the use of an anisotropic model, while

the degree of anisotropy is higher than for the Duocel foams (Table II), is less determinant than the

use of a non-linear one. The error on the computed force at theend of loading is indeed of only 6%

with an isotropic elastoplastic model. This would allow to conclude, on this particular sample for

the given test conditions, that the non-linearity of the material has more impact on its response to

load than its anisotropic structure.

The deer antler sample however shows almost no difference onthe force computed with an elastic

or an elastoplastic material model when the anisotropy is considered (Figure 11(b)). This can be

explained as the maximal strain achieved in this compression test is small (only 4% of engineering

strain), the elastic model therefore seems to be sufficient to describe the antler mechanical behavior.
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However, the use of an isotropic model for the deer antler leads to errors on the computed force

of about 30% throughout most of the strain range. This would therefore allow to conclude, on this

particular sample for the given test conditions, that the anisotropic structure of the material has more

impact on its response to load than its non-linearity.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, a phenomenological constitutive law based on morphological data acquisition

is detailed. It provides a non-linear material model of the mechanical response of bone-like

materials, accounting for early post-yield behavior of thestructure. This constitutive model has

been successfully applied to three materials presenting bone-like morphology undergoing moderate

monotonic compression.

We showed that, for the presented materials and test conditions, the representation of the

morphology throughBV/TV and the fabric tensor are required to capture the apparent yield

stress and strains even for low degrees of anisotropy. The introduction of a non-linearity such as

elastoplasticity is essential to the understanding of the mechanical behavior in compression for

strains beyond the yield limit. However, for applications where the strains are limited, the use of

an elastic anisotropic model is sufficient to represent the force accurately. Using this model for

morphological data extracted for regions of interests (ROI) small enough, we showed that one can

retrieve not only the linear behavior of the structure but also the non-linear behavior such as the

apparent yield stress and strain and early post yield softening. Using ROIs one eighth of the total

volume of the specimens, we reduced the relative error on theforce below 5% over the computed

strain range except when abrupt variations of the force are observed. While the state-of-the-art in the

use of material parameters extracted from the morphology isto assign different material parameters

to each finite element [11, 14, 19, 47, 48], the presented results show that the computation of the

maximal force as well as some non-linear measures (yield stress and strain for instance) can be

achieved without the need to consider very small ROIs. The determination of the optimal size of

these ROIs should consider several parameters such as the degree of local behavior needed in the

macroscopic model but also the discretization (and therefore computation) cost. This type of global

mechanical models is indeed presented as a possible solution for computationally costly models

such as micro finite elements. The integration of more local behavior should therefore not lead to

an excessive increase of the computation cost.

While the application of this material model seems to be valid for the presented materials in

compression, it still has to proof itself on other materials, specially using more samples of bone and

not mainly bone-like materials. Furthermore, for materialfor which the local non-linear behavior is

not well known (here the PLA foam and the deer antler), loading/unloading tests should be carried

out to ensure the non-linear behavior is indeed an irreversible (plastic-like) behavior and not another

type of non-linearity (non-linear elasticity, micro-cracks leading to damage, ...). Finally, the model

should also be tested on other mechanical tests such as traction or bending.
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